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Abstract

In the past forty years much progress has been

made in computational methods applied to the

solution of problems in spacecraft hyperveloc-

ity flow and heat transfer. Although the ba-

sic thermochemical and physical modeling tech-

niques have changed little in this time, several
orders of magnitude increase in the speed of nu-

merically solving the Navler-Stokes and associ-

ated energy equations have been achieved. The

extent to which this computational power can be

applied to the design of spacecraft heat shields

is dependent on the proper coupling of the ex-

ternal flow equations to the boundary conditions

and governing equations representing the ther-

mal protection system in-depth conduction, py-
rolysis and surface ablation phenomena. A dis-

cussion of the techniques used to do this in past

problems as well as the current state-of-art is

provided. Specific examples, including past mis-
sions such as Galileo, together with the more re-

cent case studies of ESA/Rosetta Sample Comet

Return, Mars Pathfinder and X-33 will be dis-

cussed. Modeling assumptions, design approach

and computational methods and results are pre-
sented.

Nomenclature

Da -- diffusivity for species _ against the

mean

F - local body function (e.f. acceleration

of gravity) for momentum eq.
hi, h2, hz = flowfield metrics for body fixed

coordinate system

h = static enthalpy

HT = total flowfield enthalpy (static and

kinetic energy)
J_ = diffusive mass flux vector

kT "- thermal conductivity
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P = local total pressure

q - total heat flux vector

q-R = total radiative heat flux vector
r = local radial distance to flowfield point

(axisymmetric flow)

R = universal gas constant (equation

of state)

R_ = gas phase volumetric reaction rate
source term for species, a

s, n,t = streamwise, normal and tangential body
fixed coordinate variables

T = temperature

V = flowfield velocity vector

v = flowfield velocity vector in body fixed
coordinates

W = volumetric source term for total energy

equation

u,v,w = velcity components along s,n,t coordinate
directions in body fixed coordinate system

x,y,z = general rectangular cartesian coordinates

x_ = mass fraction for species o

Greek Symbols

= local surface metric or surface curvature

function

p = coefficient of viscosity

p = fluid mass density
r = time variable

r = total stress tensor

Subscripts and Superscripts

a = reference to species "o"

9 = gas phase
n = direction normal to wall

s = solid phase

ave = average

Introduction and Background

Whenever any spacecraft is placed in an orbit with

a high enough energy state, its ultimate return to rest

on the surface of a planetary body will result in the

rapid dissipation of kinetic energy through either release

of stored chemical energy (retro-rockets) or compressive
and frictional drag forces due to an atmosphere. This lat-

ter situation is the object of the current discussion and
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represents the usual hypersonic re-entry physics prob-

lems prevalent in modern spacecraft heatshield design.

This design issue has been with us since World War II

when the German V-2 missile program first encountered

pre-mature, in-flight warhead detonations which, after
some head scratching, was correctly traced to aerother-

modynamic heating of the nosecone during the high dy-

namic pressure portion of the V-2 trajectory. The solu-

tion at the time was to use readily available plywood as

an ablative heatshield covering for the warhead. Obvi-

ously it worked! Things have progressed somewhat since

then, but none of the underlying principles or problems

have changed.
With the onset of the Cold War, development of bal-

listic missile technology provided a boost to activities

in the theoretical aspects of hypersonic flight and heat

transfer. Re-entry vehicles for these military missions ex-

perienced flight environments where peak dynamic pres-

sures exceeded several tens of atmospheres and stag-

nation heat fluxes in the kilowatt range. To properly

shape nosecones, to choose heat shield materials and to

determine their thicknesses, adequate theoretical meth-
ods needed to be developed. The classic works of Lees 1 ,

Fay and Riddell _, Kemp, Rose and Detra 3 and Goulard 4

were the response to these analytical needs. These very

early hypersonic flow and heat transfer methods were

the initial basis for todays' modern real gas theoretical

and flowfield solution techniques.
From the above discussion it is obvious that it is im-

possible to refer in any way to the issue of hypersonic
flight and associated vehicle surface heating without ref-

erence to the specific re-entry trajectory and flight do-
main. The choice of theoretical modeling methods for

the underlying fluids and thermophysics, as well as the

analytical or numerical solution methods (including the

proper CFD technique) are intimately related to the spe-

cific flight corridor under consideration. The entire ap-

proach is mission dependent. An example of the rather

extreme variation in conditions and resultant phenom-

ena which are thus generated can be ascertained from

Figure 1. This composite plot of flight velocity, altitude

and normal shock density ratio encompasses some of the

primary missions NASA has flown within the Earth's

atmosphere. As Earth entry velocities increase from 5

km/sec, up to orbital values of 7-8 km/sec, most flight

bodies, e.g. Shuttle, NASP (as originally proposed) and

the current proposed RLV (Re-usable Launch Vehicle)
experience strong bow shock waves which, initially ex-

cite the vibrational modes of the constituent N_ and O2

molecules, and ultimately dissociate them into N and O

to varying degrees depending on velocity and altitude.

This, of course, is the source of the so-called "real gas"

effects an accounting of which is necessary in the Navier-

Stokes, energy and constituent species governing equa-

tions. The existence of dissociated gas species in the ve-

hicle shock layer flow for these flights can also (depend-

ing on the specific heat shield material used) give rise

to exothermic surface catalytic recombination reactions
which further add to the surface heat transfer. Further

increases in entry speed continue to excite additional en-

ergy exchange modes among the flowfield species includ-
ing electronic state excitation, ionization and radiation

events. In the range of 7-10 km/sec, such proposed mis-

sions as the Aeroassist Flight Experiment (AFE) and

cargo carrying GEO to LEO return aerobraking mis-
sions begin to encounter these additional phenomena.

At higher velocities, beyond 10 km/sec, past missions

like Apollo and proposed Mars, Earth return entries re-

sult in increased levels of flowfield generated radiation

and thermochemical ablative heating. The computation
of these effects adds an additional element of complex-

ity to both the thermophysical modeling as well as the

numerical complexity of solving the necessary governing
equations. Discussion of these latter issues is a main

topic of this paper.

Finally, at the far end of the energy spectrum lie

the very high speed comet and asteroid entry scenar-

ios typified in Fig. 1 by the Pribram Meteor with en-

try velocities in excess of 20-30 km/sec. Very few at-

tempts have been made to accurately simulate the flow-

field and associated fluid physics for such severe entry

problems. This is true regardless of the level of fidelity
of the modeling. High speed asteroid entries involve ra-

diation dominated flows at extreme enthalpy and pres-

sure levels. Radiation events result from multiple lev-
els of electronic exitation and several levels of ioniza-

tion. Knowledge of the radiation cross-sections for these
events do not yet exist. Pressure levels, although high,

are not high enough to allow the usual radiation diffusion
approximations possible with stellar radiation problems.

Therefore a complete spectral treatment is required. To
make matters worse, the resultant heat transfer and ab-

lative response of the entry bolide is so severe that the
induced thermal and mechanical stresses tend to cause

deformation and breakup of the body. Modeling of such

tightly coupled solid/flowfield behavior has not yet been
attempted. To perform a first principles Navier-Stokes

type CFD/radiation/ablation computation of this type
amounts to one of the most difficult problems that can

occur in both physics and computational science. Fu-

ture research is obviously required to accurately solve

such complex interactions.

The range of flight velocities experienced in hyper-

sonic re-entry is very large and therefore results in a

wide range of induced energy exchange phenomena. To

accurately compute surface heating thus requires ex-
amination of the range of differences in flowfield be-

havior, transport phenomena, chemical reaction mecha-

nisms and radiation physics which occur over these flight

regimes. This is discussed in the following.

Flight Regimes and Flow Physics

In the above discussion surrounding Fig. i, it is im-

plicit that the proper governing equations are available
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to solvethe variousproblemspossiblein eachflight
regime.Thisisnotactuallythecase,andsomeassump-
tionsandrestrictionsareappliedto constraintheprob-
lem.Figure2depictsthetypicalflightregimeswhichcan
occurunderhypervelocityconditions.Thisplotalsoin-
cludesadensityratioforair (i.e.Earthentry)atthevar-
iousvelocity-altitudesencountered.Asare-ntryvehicle
(RV)descendsin altitude,thefluidmechanicalbehavior
ofthebody'sexternalflowfieldwilldramaticallychange.
At thehighestaltitudes,densitiesarelowenoughsuch
that onlyfreemolecularflow (noparticleinteraction)
occurs.At slightlyloweraltitudes,atomicandmolecu-
larcollisionsareoccurringbutdonotsignificantlyaffect
thefluiddynamics(freecollisionregime).Theseflight
regimesarecalledthe"non-continuum"domainandre-
quireradicallydifferentmathematicaltechniques,such
asdirectsimulationMonteCarlo(DSMC)and molecular

dynamics methods to compute aerodynamics and heat
transfer. From the standpoint of surface heat transfer,

this regime is of little interest to the designer and will
not be dealt with further in this review.

Further descent (with attendent reduction in flight
velocity) brings the RV into the so-called "continuum"

flight regime where increasing compressive and frictional

forces cause a bow shock wave (a standing or stationary
pressure wave) to envelop the vehicle. At the top of this

continuum region is located what is termed the viscous or

merged shock layer domain. This terminology refers to a

state whereby the flowfield between the body surface and

bow shock experiences a continuous set of velocity, tem-
perature and species concentration profiles. The shock

layer is in effect a very thick boundary layer terminating

at the bow shock. Once inside this flight regime, the

full suite of Navier-Stokes, energy and species govern-

ing equations can be applied. The viscous layer regime
is the area where the well known "viscous shock layer

(VSL)" subset of the N-S equations is applied. These

approximation equations are discussed below. Contin-

uing with the re-entry, at lower Mtitudes the Reynolds

number increases dramatically (along with an associat-

eds rapid fall in Knudsen number) and the shock layer

flow separates into a thinner viscous layer underlying a

semi-inviscid region with a high degree of vorticity.

Finally at the highest Reynolds numbers, the ex-
ternal flowfield separates into the well known invis-

cid/boundary layer flow. Returning to Fig. 2, the region

of the plot delineated for radiation coupling at the high-
est entry velocities and dynamic pressures corresponds

to an important flight regime encountered (as discussed

above) for high speed Earth entry and outer planet en-

try missions. At the lower end of this region, incident

surface sensible heat fluxes are high enough to induce
pyrolytic breakdown of most thermal protection system

(TPS) materials followed, in most cases, by vaporization

(thermochemical ablation) of the material surface. This

process injects significant amounts of mass into the shock

layer, and in the process, absorbs large amounts of en-

ergy to protect the vehicle, but also is self correcting by
directly convecting energy downstream. Unfortunately

as the flight velocity increases, shock layer exitation with

associated production of gas cap radiation directly im-

pinges on the TPS surface. This radiative heat flux di-

rectly determines the shock layer temperature distribu-

tions and rate of surface ablation. Ablative mass injec-

tion can act to absorb some of this incident radiation, but

the effect is less than for convective blocking. This latter

situation is termed the "radiation/ablation regime". In

this case the dominant factor in the flowfield governing

equations is the radiation source term, and this must
be accurately modeled. The mathematical coupling of

the fluid mechanics and radiation becomes paramount.

In the discussion to follow, the various phenomenologi-

cal modeling techniques as well as governing equations

(including full CFD techniques) which apply to each of
these regions will be outlined. Particular attention will

be focused on the induced surface effects of catalytic re-

combination, ablation and pyrolysis.

Governing Equations, Thermophysical Modeling
and Mission Profiles

General

Each of the above described flight regimes and their

related chemistry and physics requires a different set of

modeling equations. Many past and current flight mis-
sions have encountered some or all of the flowfield ther-

mophysical phenomena typified by each of these flight

regimes. The discussion below focuses on sub-categories
of these, and reference to the important computational

issues of the various re-entry mission profiles is made.

First, however, a general starting point for the computa-
tional science is needed. In any 3-dimensional reference

frame, the invariant-vector representation of the Navier-

Stokes equations, the constituent species conservation

and total energy conservation equations take on the fol-

lowing forms.

Total Mass Conservation

Op
b-; + v. (p v) = 0 (1)

Species,a, Conservation:

Op_
o'-7-+ v. (p_v) = v. (p_w_) + n_ (2)

Navier-Stokes Momentum Conservation:

8V F 1_,
cq---_-+ (V-V)V = -lvP + = + • _r (3)

P P P -

Total Energy Conservation:

OHT OP
p--_-_--r +p(V__.V)Hr = _r -V.q_+ V.(r=.V__)+ F.V +W

(4)
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These equations represent and encompass any and all

of the fluid physics, chemistry and radiation transport

phenomena that can occur in continuum flight regime of

interest for hypervelocity flight. Their solution in any

particular flight case or entry mission requires an appro-

priate set of initial and boundary conditions to form a

well posed problem. In hypersonic flight the following

conditions are required for any flight domain.

1) Freestream conditions: Thermodynamic state

variables (temperature, pressure, composition,e.g.)and

velocity.

2) In-flow and Out-flow conditions: characteristic ve-
locity, pressures constraints, Extrapolation of flow con-

ditions. (Also, surface hydrodynamic conditions such as,

slip, no slip or tangency would be included.)

3) Surface boundary conditions: yon Neumann or
Dirichlet conditions; i.e. surface heat flux and mass

flux (either specified or via instantaneous surface mass

and energy balance), specified surface concentration and

temperature.

Although conditions 1) and 2) are somewhat obvious
and, in most cases, are imbedded in the N-S solution al-

gorithm, the surface boundary condition 3) invokes a full
range of surface hydrodynamic, surface chemistry and

thermophysical phenomena which need further elucida-

tion. As outlined in Ref.8, these are generally expressible

as;

Species, a, Surface Mass Conservation:

(p=v_)g + _ - (p_v_), + .4_ + (RR_-Jr S_a)(1 - e,) (5)

where

R_ = the mass rate of production of species ct by het-

erogeneous (surface)reactions,

S_a = the mass rate of injection (thermochemical abla-

tion) of species a via surface vaporization and in-depth

pyrolysis,

and,

e, = the volumetric porosity of the solid surface material

(TPS).

Surface Momentum Conservation:

4

P, = Pg + [(pv_)g+ 5_,,ve,_] • (_ - V,)

4
- (6)

Once having established the surface mass and momen-

tum conditions, the total surface energy conservation can
be written down.

Total Surface Energy Conservation:

(hth3)[-kTVTIg - Z h_J-_g + q-R['_a] =
_t

Z h_,(po, vlg - p_vls ) - (h,ha)kTVT[s (7)

Equations (I)-(7), although completely general, are

extremely compact and contain a multitude of informa-

tion. To further understand the behavior of this equation

set, specific subsets representing the three separate hy-

pervelocity flight regimes discussed above are delineated.

The governing equations for the Viscous Shock Layer,

High Reynolds Number (Boundary Layer) and the

Coupled Radiation/Ablation flow regimes are discussed

in the following sections.

Viscous Shock Layer Region:

To properly represent the viscous shock layer behav-

ior the N-S equations need to be written down in a form

general enough to include the bow shock behavior, the

full range of viscous effects in a viscous shock layer and

be constrained by an appropriate set of boundary con-

ditions appropriate for this flight regime. For this case

(and all of the subsequent cases and discussion) the N-S
set will be written in a specific body oriented, 3-D, co-

ordinate system typically used in most CFD and other

solution algorithms. Also, these equations will be sim-
plified to an appropriate level accurate enough to de-

scribe most mass, momentum and heat transfer phe-
nomena encountered and still eliminate extraneous de-

tails of complex 3-D flowfields. These simplifications re-
sult in the so-called "thin layer Navier- Stokes" equa-

tions which basically eliminate the cross-flow derivative

terms. These terms are only necessary when such de-

tails of vortical flow, unsteady vortices and detailed wake

flows are to be studied accurately. Most problems in-

volving surface heating and TPS design for hyperveloc-

ity flight are computationally intensive enough that the

numerical grid densities cannot be high enough to justify
inclusion of the cross-derivatives in any case. Thus the

Thin Layer Navier-Stokes equations are written as;

Total Continuity:

Op.O h 0 0
(h: h3) + ( (h, (hipw)

Species,a,Continuity:

= 0 (s)

0
+  (hlh povl + y/h,,,ow)=

hi Os (p:Z)a-_-s ) + hlh3 (PPa )

h3 0 D Oxa
,,-87.) + (o)
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s-Momentum:

0
(hlh3)'_r + O (h3pu2) + _-_(hlh3puv) + _(hlpuw)+

h Oh1 Ohx -- pw2Oh3 OP
3puv-_-_n + puw.--_ Os = -h3"o-[s +

4h3 0 Ou h 0 Ou hi 0 Ou
a ha_(u_) + ha 3_(U_) + _(_,gi)

n-Momentum:

0
(hlh3)_r + O (h3puv) + _---_(hlh3pv_) + _(hlpwv)

OP=
h3 0 Ov 4 0 Ov ha 0 Ov

+_(u_) + 5hlha_(_,_) + _(_,_) (11)
t-Momentum:

(hah3)-_r + ff.ff-_(h3puw) + o.o_(hlh3pvw) + 0 2_(hlpw )

+puwO_3s + pvwh 1 oOh3n pu2_ - OP- = -hi "-G +

ha 0 Ow 0 OW 4 hi 0 Ow

ha Os(P_s ) + hlh3_n(U_'n) + 3h-_3 _(P'_ -) (12)

Total Energy (Enthalpy) Conservation:

OpHT _-_(hapuHT) +(hlh3)/3g _ + o_(hlhapvHT )+

O (hlpwHT) = ha, 0 ,_ O(pHT)

,40u Ov Ow., h " " 0 ,_ O(pHT)
+u(gu_-2s + VFs + w_-s)l + ln3Lb-_n(t'r---_---n

Ou 40v wOW)"+qR)+ u(uu_ + _v_ + _ J

hi, 0 "Pr O(pHT) --
+_t_t ---gV-* q'_)

Ou 40v 4 Ow
+u(_N- + g_N- + g_N -)] (13)

where,

HT Oh l
,6'_r= i - (_-_ + p_-)- . (14)

In the reduction process from equations (1) - (4) to
the above, not only have cross derivatives associated with

viscous effects been eliminated, but also those second or-

der terms involving derivatives of metrics (i.e. hi, h2

and ha) have been dropped for both clarity and because

such higher order geometric effects are inconsequential
for most hypervelocity flight bodies of interest. Consis-

tent with these reduced equations the surface boundary
conditions (equations (5) - (7)) can be written in terms

appropriate to a body fixed coordinate system, namely;

Species, a, Surface Mass Conservation:

(p_,v)g + J_,,, = (pay), + J_,n + (R_ + S_)(1 - e,) (15)

Surface Momentum Conservation:

P, = Pg (16)

and_

(10) Total Surface Energy Conservation:

OT n
(hiha)[-kT_-_n l, - _ h_,Jg,,, + q, I,_,,] =

ot

h,_(p_,vlg - p,,vl,)- (hlha)kTg[,. (17)Z

Vehicle surface metrics have been defined as;

/(Oz _ Oy,2 (Oz. 2 (18)

h2 = 1 (19)

/ Oz 2 OY,2 (_)2 (_0)ha = _/(gi) +(gi_ +

The above set of thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations

is general enough to apply to any of the continuum flight

regimes, including the viscous shock case being consid-
ered in this section. As a general 3-D set they can be

solved along any entry trajectory (continuum) from the

entry interface to the ground using modern CFD nu-

merical techniques. Discussion of these methods and

associated issues is deferred to the following section on

high Reynolds number flow, since that region is the most

widely studied area from the standpoint of TPS design.

However, there is a class of re-entry problems for which

the specific aspects of merged and viscous shock behav-

ior is important. For mission profiles which require a
spacecraft to return from high Earth orbit, e.g. geosyn-

chronous orbit (GEO) to low Earth orbit (LEO), the
entry problem usually consists of the use of an aero-

braking pass followed by return to LEO. These missions

are relegated to higher altitude perigees, during which

a significant portion of the flight will be in the viscous

shock region. Depending on the vehicle ballistic coeffi-

cient and entry velocity, such missions may experience

high Reynolds number flow (e.g. boundary layer flow)

during the peak heating portion of the flight. In spite
of this, solution techniques which depend on the lower
Reynolds number for a viscous shock flow have been suc-

cesfully applied to these problems. To date these solu-

tion methods have been restricted to the 2-D axisymetric

limit of the governing equations, either by the nature of

the vehicle geometry and zero angle-of-attack mission

profile or by virtue of a lack of interest in investing fur-
ther computational resources for this problem. The 2-D

axisymmetric set of equations is a subset of equations

(8)- (17) whereby the vehicle/flow metrics take on the
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following limits; and,

hl _ I + _y (21)

h2 = I (22)

h3 _ r (23)

Examples of the so-called "Viscous-Shock" or VSL meth-
ods come from the classic works of Davis 9, Miner and

Lewis I°, Moss 11 and Gupta I_. Briefly, without a long

discourse on the method, the general VSL numerical al-

gorithmic approach is to treat the above subset of 2-D
axisymmetric N-S equations, in the steady state limit,

as a parabolic set of partial differential equations, with

known conditions at the origin of the computational do-
main. By providing an estimate of the funtional form of

the surface pressure distribution along the body at, and

in the vicinity of the stagnation point, the N-S equations

and associated species mass and total energy conserva-

tion equations can be numerically differenced and solved

via an appropriate downstream marching technique. In
this process the complete shock-layer, including the bow

shock can be numerically constructed and all field vari-

ables obtained throughout the computational domain.
For more in-depth study and details, the reader is re-

ferred to the above references. The VSL methodology

has been applied to several actual NASA flight missions

• and proposed flight experiments. A few example results
will be discussed next.

Shown in Fig. 3 (R.ef. 14) is a sketch of the flight
geometry and fiowfield of a previously proposed major

NASA flight test mission known as AFE. This flight

was planned to perform an aerobraking pass from LEO

(launch from orbit by shuttle orbiter) to LEO under the
impetus of a solid rocket. The altitude vs. time history

of the flight is plotted in Fig. 4. Figure 5 provides a
plot of Reynolds number (behind a normal shock and

based on body diameter) as a function of time for this

trajectory and shows that the primary period of peak

heating will be in the full continuum regime. However,

significant portions of the flight are in the VSL region.

Various computational methods have been applied to

this flight, including full N-S, VSL and boundary layer

techniques. Stewart, eta114 have presented a compari-

son of the pertinent heat transfer effects for AFE based

on these three different techniques. These computations

were performed with the following simplified subset of

surface boundary conditions as stated in equations (15)-
(17);

Species,a,SurfaceMass Conservation:

g£. = R: (24)

Surface Momentum Conservation:

P, = Pg (25)

Total SurfaceEnerGy Conservation:

@T a
--kz-ff_n ]g -- Z hc, J_,n + q,: [n,t = O. (26)

ol

Surface heterogeneous reactions embodied in the terms,

R_, consist of the irreversible surface recombination re-
actions of nitrogen and oxygen (i.e. N + N = N2 and O
+ O = O_) using surface kinetics expressions emprically

determined for Shuttle tiles with RCG (Reaction Cured

Glass) coating. As shown in Figure 6, computed surface

temperatures using the reacting, non-similar boundary
layer code BLIMPK is have similar magnitudes and dis-

tributions when using non-equilibrium boundary layer
edge conditions taken from full N-S (LAURA code)

(Gnoffo is) and VSL (Gupta 1_) solutions for the AFE

configuration. Obviously at altitudes of 75 km and

above, the use of equilibrium boundary layer edge con-

ditions will not give adequate results. Figure 7 shows

a comparison of edge conditions taken from equilibrium,

from non-equilibrium VSL and LAURA N-S solutons for

AFE. There is a vast departure from equilibrium and

even significant differences between N-S and VSL edge
conditions at 75 kin. These kinds of non-equilibrium ef-

fects are typical of shock-layer behavior in the viscous

shock flow regime and indicate the necessity of account-

ing for this unique behavior in these higher altitude heat
transfer computations.

Finally, the VSL technique has, in the past, been suc-

cessfully applied to analysis of Shuttle Orbiter centerline

heat transfer computations and compared with Orbiter

flight data. Thompson 15 has performed VSL centerline

hypersonic flow computations for the Orbiter at altitudes

above 60 km. Figure 8 shows a comparison of Shuttle

centerline heat transfer at 75 and 64 km (Mach 25 and

Mach 18) using the same surface boundary (finite fate

catalysis)conditionsasinequations (24)-(26).To within

the variationinsurfacecatalysismodels the agreement

isexcellent.

High Reynolds Number (Boundary Layer) Flow Regime

At lower altitudes for re-entry trajectories (e.g. less

than 65 km in air), most RV's will experience peak

heating under conditions of high Reynolds number flow
where the shock layer separates into a well defined in-

viscid outer layer and a.contiguous, near surface bound-

ary layer. Since this is a most important flow regime

from the standpoint of aerothermodynamics and TPS

design, some discussion will be focused on the applicable

state-of-the-art Navier-Stokes solution techniques. Cer-

tainly the traditional two-layer inviscid/boundary layer

techniques, and even Fay and Riddell stagnation heat
transfer simplified relations can be used here for engi-

neering level heat transfer estimates using simplified ge-
ometry assumptions. (i.e. axisymmetric flow, tangent
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cone, tangent wedge and flat plate approximation meth-

ods, cf. Ref. 16). However, in this paper the focus will
be on the more recent applications of 2-D and 3-D CFD

Navier-Stokes solution techniques with some examples of
applications.

Equations (8)-(14) along with surface boundary con-

ditions (15)-(17), the necessary gas phase reaction rate

kinetics, and thermal and caloric equations of state com-

prise the complete set of real gas governing equations
which most current CFD N-S solvers address. If the re-

entry velocity is high enough then this equation set must

be supplemented with transport relations for shock layer
gas spectral radiative fluxes and TPS material and sur-

face ablation thermophysical models. These latter effects

will be the subject of the next section. Although there

are many different and varied numerical techniques cur-

rently being used to solve these N-S equations for real gas

flows (including algorithms for massively parallel proces-

sors), the author is most familiar with three algorithms
which have been most widely applied to problems within

NASA, and this discussion will be limited to this group.
For 2-D axisymmetric problems, without coupled radia-

tion heat transfer, the fully implicit Gauss-Seidel method

of Candler and MacCormack lz has found wide applica-

tion to real gas, high Reynolds number flows. As with
other CFD numerical N-S solvers, this method is based

on the time-hyperbolic nature of the N-S set. Hyper-
sonic flowfields are comprised of mixed sub-sonic and

supersonic domains, the mathematical characteristics of

which are different. Fully steady state sub-sonic domains

possess characteristics of elliptic PDE's, while the su-

personic domains are hyperbolic. Numerical techniques
which can handle both computational domains within

the same problem are very cumbersome and can be ill-

behaved (i.e. difficult to converge and unstable). If the
time derivative terms are retained, then the entire com-
putational domain is hyperbolic in time and time accu-

rate and pseudo-time accurate time marching algorithms
can be applied. This mathematical feature is universal

in current CFD N-S Solvers. The Gauss-Seidel implicit

method is based on a spatial discretezation of the gov-

erning equations using upwind biased, modified Steger-

Warming flux functions (or flux splitting method). All

terms are forward differenced in time to result in a fully

implicit, time updated scheme. The set of resulting

matrix, difference equations is solved at each time up-
date across the computational domain via the line-by-
line Gauss-Seidel direct matrix inversion scheme. This

method is extremely efficient computationally because of

the relatively non-sparse matrices which are generated.

Courant-Friederichs-Lewy numbers (CFL) as high as 500
have been routinely achieved with this method. How-

ever, its drawback is that, with modern supercomputers

(at least using a single processor), memory restrictions

will, practically speaking, only permit its application to

2-D axisymmetric problems. Three-D problems will gen-

erate extremely large matrices, particularly for problems

involving even a modest number of chemical species and
reactions. For 2-D axisymmetric problems, the Gauss-

Seidel N-S solver technique has been successfully applied

to a number of NASA mission scenarios. Among these is
the Mars Pathfinder entry vehicle that landed on Mars

on July 4,1997. This set of computations involves cou-
pled ablation from the heat shield and will be discussed

in the next Section. However, an example of a non-

ablating system is given in Fig. 9 (Ref. 13) and shows

the computed behavior for the temperature excursion

expected in the previously proposed AFE wall cataly-
sis experiment. A specific ceramic tile located near the

flowfield centerline is coated with a highly reactive (or

catalytic) catalytic overcoat. As shown in the plot a tem-

perature increase of at least 150 K can be expected. This

result was obtained using a 2-D axisymmetric shape ap-

proximation for the AFE flowfield and the Gauss-Seidel

algorithm was employed with the reacting wall bound-

ary conditions of equations (24)-(26). The solution was

obtained at the expected peak heating point for AFE.

A second widely employed 3-D CFD real gas method

is the point-implicit, TVD (Total Variation Diminish-

ing) algorithm, most successfully embodied in the Lan-

gley Research Center LAURA code by Gnoffo is. The

LAURA code employs a numerical scheme originally de-
veloped by Coakley 19 which employs upwind biased spa-

tial differencing for a given set of cell face flux func-

tions. Forward (implicit) time differencing is invoked on
a point-by-point basis in the domain. This technique

generates a series of compact matrix equations for the

cell averaged field variables for each sweep through the

computational domain. When employed with a selected

residual or solution variation reduction scheme, this re-

sults in very efficient solution iteration. However, the
limited degree of implicitization limits the advancement

of CFL numbers in the range of one (1) to five (5).
Readers are very much encouraged to consult Ref.- 18

for more numerical details. The LAURA code currently

employs Roe flux difference splitting for flux function

evaluation. Cell average solution variables can be recon-

structed to cell faces with accuracies of up to one and

one half (1.5) orders. The code is a complete reacting,

real gas, N-S solver and includes air and Mars atmo-

sphere gas reaction kinetics. Finite rate surface cataly-
sis boundary conditions and a modified Baldwin-Lomax

algebraic turbulence model are installed. The code can

be run with finite volume grids subdivided into multiple
grid blocks and a form of grid mesh density sequenc-

ing can be accomplished. For problems requiring a very

large number of grid points (e.g. the complete flowfield of

the Shuttle Orbiter) supercomputer memory limitations

will require the multi-block approach with LAURA. So-
lutions are obtained for individual sub-blocks and then

reconstructed to yield the full domain solution. An ex-

ample of the application of LAURA and of the use of

the multi-block approach is given by Weilmuenster,et
al 2° and Gnoffo,et a1:1. These two studies have pro-
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vided detailed LAURA results for both aerodynamics

and aerothermodynamic heating of the Shuttle Orbiter

at selected critical points along the Orbiter re-entry tra-

jectory. Figure 10 (Ref. 20) shows a schematic of the

general grid layout for these Orbiter computations and is

fairly typical of a LAURA finite volume grid. Using the
multiblock approach mentioned above, the results from

Gnoffo's _1 study can be typified by the normalized heat

transfer distribution plots shown in Figs. 11 -14. Figure

11 shows the heating distribution along the windward

centerline along with comparisons with alternate engi-
neering techniques and with flight data. As is typical

with most 3-D CFD results, agreement with flight is ex-
cellent for this portion of the flowfield. A similar plot

is provided in Fig. 12 for the leeward centerline heating,

and, where flight data is available, agreement is either

adequate (where heating is low) or quite poor. These

discrepancies are usually due to inadequate grid resolu-

tion in regions of rapidly accelarating or deccelarating

flow (or for shock-shock interactions). The remaining

plots (Figs. 13 -14) show the off-centerline predictive ca-

pability of LAURA, and the results are generally quite

good. These computations were performed using a seven
species gas reaction kinetics model, temperature depen-

dent transport properties and a two-temperature non-

equilibrium thermal model.

A final example of high Reynolds number real gas

flow computations with surface catalysis is discussed

here from the standpoint of a slightly different compu-

tational approach for the 3-D CFD algorithm. Recently

NASA has embarked on a series of studies and flight test

programs (e.g. X33 and X34) to develop reusable launch
systems to drastically reduce the cost of payload inser-

tion into LEO. A NASA Access-to-Space study 22 pre-

sented several alernate launch system scenarios, includ-

ing an airbreathing NASP single-stage-to-orbit (SSTO)
option, a hybrid airbreathing/rocket two-stage-to-orbit

(TSTO) case as well as a separate single-stage-to-orbit

pure rocket (SSTOR) configuration. Weight statements,

required technologies, fixed and variable costs and space

launch infrastructure impacts of each of option were re-

ported. It is well known by now that the SSTOR op-

tion was selected, and is being pursued in the form of

the X33 flight test vehicle program. As a part of the

NASA reusable launch vehicle (RLV) technology devel-

opment program which followed the Access-to-Space Re-
port, NASA Ames Research Center developed a more

systematic approach to the design process for TPS se-

lection and sizing. The method involves solving the 3-D
real gas CFD flowfield solutions to obtain detailed sur-
face heat transfer rates for the actual SSTOR vehicle

configuration at selected "anchor points" along the TPS

design limiting trajectory. These heating environments

are then interpolated in time along the trajectory, thus

forming an input database for time dependent in-depth

conduction and TPS sizing computations for each sur-
face body location. In this manner a detailed 3-D sur-

face material and thickness map can be obtained, and
more accurate estimates of TPS mass distributions can

be realized. An example of the CFD heat transfer re-

sults obtained in this study is given in this discussion. A

more detailed accounting is provided in the last Section

of this paper. TPS heating environments have been ob-

tained for a generic winged-body SSTO rocket configura-

tion developed by the Langley Research Center (LaRC).

A computational surface grid which defines the geomet-

ric configuration is depicted in Fig. 15. Henline,et al 2a

have employed the numerical methods an real gas model-

ing contained in the GASP (version 2.2) CFD N-S solver

to compute the heating environments on this vehicle.
The GASP code, developed by Aerosoft, Inc. 24,

is a general purpose, finite volume based, 3-D real

gas Navier-Stokes solver. It contains a variety of gas

phase chemical kinetics, thermal and thermodynamic

and transport property models. These include models

for air, H2 - He and (at Ames Research Center) CO2 at-
mospheres. The code is unique in that a variety of finite

volume, spatial differencing schemes can be applied to

a given problem through the use of optionally available

flux functions. These include full flux, Steger Warming,

Van Leer, Roe and Roe/Harten flux and flux diference
split functions. If the user determines that the individ-
ual characteristics of each of these flux functions has a

unique advantage in any particular coordinate direction,
then that flux splitting method can be so applied. GASP

2.2 uses first, second or third order MUSCL variable re-
construction stencils based on user choice. In addition

to the above features, GASP employs a variety of time

integration strategies which can be used according to
the nature of the problem. These schemes can be used

to perform time integration in either a global or space

marching manner (if flow characteristics warrant it).

These include 3-factor AF (approximate factorization),
2-factor AF with line relaxation, LU-decomposition-$or

2-D space marching and m-stage Runge-Kutta time ac-
curate methods. Finite volume computational grids can
be constructed in a zonal manner so that different time

integration strategies can be used in each zone where
appropriate. Convergence acceleration schemes such as

mesh sequencing, CFL ramping and (in more recent ver-

sion) multi-grid techniques can be used. In all of the

implicit schemes used for GASP, the full implicit matrix

is not used, but only approximations of the inverse are

applied to the right-hand side of the matrix equations

(e.g. 3-factor and 2-factor AF). Because of this, the ulti-

mate upper limit of possible CFL numbers for any given
problem is somewhat restricted. In large 3-D reacting

flow hypersonic problems, the author has experienced

CFL values limited to the range of 5 to 10. Finally, the

GASP code architecture has been designed to be very

memory efficient and can be run in both plane and zonal

parallel modes on multi-processor Cray machines.
As discussed in Ref. 23, for the LaRC SSTOR Access-

to-Space vehicle shown in Fig. 15, the GASP (Version
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2.2)codehas been used to perform full 3-D flowfield

reacting, real gas aerothermodynamic heating compu-

tations at several points along the TPS design limiting
entry trajectory for this configuration. These have been

performed using a 5-species air gas kinetics model, single
temperature thermal model, constant Schmidt number

based mass diffusion coefficients and temperature depen-

dent thermal conductivity and viscosities. Both laminar

and Baldwin-Lomax algebraic turbulence model results

have been obtained using finite rate surface catalysis and

surface radiative equilibrium boundary conditions. The

surface boundary conditions have been implemented for

a variety of possible TPS material mappings. Solutions

have been obtained using the full Navier-Stokes set of
momentum equations with van Leer inviscid flux func-

tions. First order differencing was found to be adequate

in the streamwise and circumferential directions, while
is was necessary to resort to third order reconstruction

in the normal direction to obtain accurate estimates of

surface heat transfer. The 2-factor AF algorithm with

streamwise relaxation was used for time integration. The
maximum CFL number reached for these cases was five

(5). Approximately 30 hrs. of Cray C-90 CPU time was

required to converge a solution to 4½ levels of L2-Norm

residual reduction for a grid density of approximately
400,000 nodes. All of this was accomplished with less

than 18 megawords of Cray run time memory.

Typical results from these simulations are presented

in the folowing sequence of figures. Figure 16 shows the

full 3-D finite volume flow grid at a sequence level of 161
X 65 X 38 cells. In such cases, usually at least three

grid sequence levels are employed. In the case stud-

ied here, two levels of grid density were used for the
streamwise and normal coordinate directions and found

to be sufficient for grid independence. Figure 17 depicts

the TPS material mapping used for this vehicle, which
is in accordance with that proposed in the Access-to-

Space Study Report _2. RCG coated Carbon-Carbon or

TUFI tiles (Toughened Unipiece Insulation) are used for

higher temperature regions (nosecap and leading edges)

while TABI (Tailorable Advanced Blanket Insulation)

and AFRSI (Alumina Flexible Reusable Surface Insula-
tion) blankets are used elsewhere. Surface kinetics for

oxygen and nitrogen recombination reactions on each of
these materials were obtained from Stewart, etal _5. The

resultant GASP computational results for the radiative

equilibrium surface temperature are shown in Fig. 18
for fully laminar flow and in Fig. 19 for turbulent flow.

These simulations were performed near the peak heat

transfer rate portion of the LaRC SSTOR trajectory

(1300 sec from entry interface, at 58 km altitude and

32 ° angle-of-attack). Although it is hard to see in the

grayscale plots, near the division between the Carbon-

Carbon (C-C) nosecap and the windward TABI blan-
kets, there is a substantial jump in temperature due to

the highly catalytic nature of TABI in comparison to

the C-C. Finally, in Fig. 20 a larger scale view of the

wing/winglet region is shown to detail the effect of im-

pingement of the bow shock wave on the leading edge

surface. The shock-shock interaction results in the high-

est temperatures on the vehicle, reaching nearly 2000 K.

The Coupled Radiation and Ablation Flow Regime

In Fig. 2 the region in the lower right portion of the
plot at the highest velocities and lowest altitudes cor-

responds the the flight regime where the kinetic energy
levels are high enough, that when dissipated via a shock

layer will exite the radiation exchange mechanisms in
the gas to high enough rates to produce substantial gas

cap radiation fluxes. In this flight regime these radia-

tive fluxes will be high enough to penetrate the optical

interference (absorption) of the shock layer gases and im-

pinge directly on the TPS. This will begin to happen in

air (Fig. 2) at velocities above (25,000 ft/sec) 8 km/sec.
For almost all mission scenarios, entries into the Venu-

sian atmosphere and into Jupiter or Saturn will result

in flow regimes in this so-call "radiation/ablation cou-

pled" domain. The term "radiation coupled" or "radia-

tion dominated" is used to refer to dominance of the gas
phase radiative flux terms appearing in the total energy

(enthalpy) conservation equation(Eq. (13)). When this

term is the overwhelming factor in the shock layer en-

ergy balance, both enthalpy (temperature), species con-

centration and velocity profiles will be fully governed by
the radiation processes. Obviously, accurate determina-

tion of the radiation flux terms in analytical forms com-

patible with Eq. (13) is a critical factor when attempting
to compute both the flowfield and surface heat fluxes on

vehicles operating at these high energies.

When solving the governing equations for these cases,

in principle the complete set of terms in equations (8)-
(14) and boundary conditions (15)-(17) are required.

Since the extremely high incident radiative heat flu_ at

the surface will inevitably cause massive TPS ablation

which injects mass into the shock layer at high rates,

significant additional coupling of this ablation hydrody-
namics and the external flowfield will occur. This fact

will have a significant impact on the mathematical char-

acteristics of the resultant shock layer flow. Figure 21 is

a sketch of this general type of behavior for such a mas-

sive ablation condition. Ablation species exit the wall at

high enough velocities so that a blowing sub-layer which
has nearly inviscid flow properties, forms near the wall.

The thickness of this layer depends on the blowing rate.

The sub-layer flow then intercepts the incoming inviscid

flow from the bow shock, forming a viscous mixing layer
at the intersection. The various different material layers

present in the ablative TPS are also shown in Fig. 21.

Also shown are representations of the general behavior of
the radiation processes in the different shock layer flow

regions. Emission is dominant in the usually optically

thin inviscid layer, while the denser (cooler) layer of ab-
lation products will cause absorption to dominate near
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thewall. As a consequence of these very large coupling
effects any numerical N-S solution technique will have

to be quite different and more robust than those cur-

rently in use for non-ablating situations. For this rea-
son, there are currently no fully developed 2-D or 3-D

Navier-Stokes solution techniques which completely in-

clude allof the radiationand ablation (mass injection)

effectsfor coupled radiation/ablationproblems. There

are two extremely difficultissuesneeding resolutionto

allow such a fullycoupled algorithm. The firstiscen-

tered around the inclusion of very high mass injection

rates into the surface mass and energy balance boundary

conditions. These high rates will, in any time accurate or

pseudo time accurate transient solution method, result in

very massive (almost discontinuous) surface cell updates,
which in turn will cause massive instabilities unless han-

dled by some type of implicit formulation. This means

that the full set of ablation/radiation bound_y condi-

tions must be incorporated into the numerical Jacobians

of the difference equations. For any real gas problem

with a large number of species and radiation, this is an

algebraicallydaunting task and has not yet been done

and iscertainlya subjectof futureresearch.

The second difficultnumerical issueisthe coupling

ofthe radiationsource terms,qR q_ and q_. Computa-

tion of the individualradiativeflux terms at any given

point in the flowfieldrequiresan integrationover allof

the radiative,speciesand temperature profilesthrough-

out the entirecomputational domain. This must be re-

peated for each numerical computational point in the

flowfield.Such an ellipticproblem iscurrentlybeyond

the capabilitiesof today's most powerful supercomput-

ers. Approximations must, have been and willbe made

to simplifythissituation.The remaining portionofthis

sectionisthus devoted to a briefdescriptionofthe cur-

rent simplifiedtechniquesforsolvingthiscoupled radia-

tion/massive ablationproblem. Some examples of past

design resultswillbe given.

Prior to this,however, an example of a partialex-

ception to the above conclusionwillbe discussed.In a

case where thereisminimal radiationand incidentcon-

vectiveheat fluxesare high enough to cause only mod-

est ablation and mass injection,ithas been possibleto

obtain CFD solutionswith coupled ablation. This has

been done in the design phase of the recentNASA Mars

Pathfinder mission entry probe forebody heat shield.

Chen, eta126has used the 2-D axisymmetric Gauss-Seidel

algorithm to perform fullNavier-Stokessolutionsat se-

lectedpointsalong the designentry trajectoryfor Mars

Pathfinder.These solutions(forthe predominantly CO_

Mars atmosphere) were looselycoupled to time depen-

dent, in-depth conduction/pyrolysis/ablationsolutions

for the surfaceblowing rates,surfacetemperatures and

in-depth TPS temperatures ofthe PathfinderSLA-561V

heat shield ablative material. Several iterations, at each

trajectory point, between the CFD N-S solver and the

in-depth conduction code were required to converge on

resultant matching surface temperatures, blowing rates

and heat fluxes. Figures 22 and 23 show the surface

heat flux distributions and components for this 70-deg.

sphere-cone shaped flight body.Figures 24 and 25 give
the results for in-depth TPS material temperatures at

the stagnation point and one downstream location. To

the author's knowledge, this is the only fully coupled

CFD/ablation solution thus far obtained.

In the past, fully coupled radiation/ablation solu-
tions have been limited to 2-D axisymmetric configura-

tions with severe restrictions on the fidelity of the flow-

field modeling. Solutions have been based exclusively

on steady state, algebraic algorithms. The governing set
of equations (which are a subset of equations (8)-(14))

have, in most situations, taken the following forms.

Total Continuity:

ff"_(hapu) + _n (hlhaPv) = O

Species,a,Continuity:

ff---_(hap.u) + _n (hlhapav)

s-Momentum:

0 : _"_(hlh3puv)_s (haP u ) +

(27)

= hlha_-_(p2)a Oxa'-_n) (28)

OP

= -h3_-[s

h h 0 Ou
+

Total Energy (Enthalpy) Conservation:

- 0 ._ O(pHT) Ou
h_h3[_-_n(Pr _ + q2) + U(u_n

4 Ov Ow

+_.,_ + ,.,._-)], (30)

with the following set of simplified surface boundary con-
ditions.

Species e Surface Mass Conservation:

(p_,v)g + J_,n = (pay), + S_(1 - ¢,)

and,

(3t)

Total Surface Enersy Conservation:

__ RIg- + q. I,,.,1=
Or

_E,h,,(p,_vlg- p=vl,).
Q,

(32)

The in-depth solid (TPS) conduction terms have not

been included, since these effects having been lumped
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into an apriori empirical determination of the thermo-

chemical ablation rate. This is usually done through
the use of a correlation for the TPS material "effective

heat of ablation". The algorithm most often used to

solve this so-called "thin viscous shock" set of geovern-
ing equations is that used in the RASLE 2¢ code used

to design the Galileo probe forebody heat shield. This

algorithm integrates the coupled equations by means of

a parabolic marching technique reminiscent of integral
boundary layer methods. It is an inverse, shock fit-
ting technique in which the shock standoff distance and

streamwise shape are estimated by a correlation devel-

oped by Falanga and Olstad us. The governing equations

are discretized across the shock layer using polynomial
expansions which encorporate a matching parameter to
match expansions from the surface and shock boundaries

at the inviscid/blowing layer interface. Radiative fluxes

are computed using a "tangent slab" or plane-parallel
approximation. In this model the radiation view factor

in the shock layer is assumed to exist only along a line

of sight normal to the body surface. It is a good ap-

proximation for thin shock layers and near stagnation

streamlines. In all solutions to date, all radiation pro-

cesses have been assumed to in equilibrium, i.e. whereby
emission is equal to absorption at each point in the flow.

Scattering and reflection have been neglected. A full
suite of radiation exchange events and processes have

been modelled. These include line radiation, molecular

continuum radiation, as well as photo-ionization events.
As outlined in Ref. 27, line radiation has been accounted

for by using a lumped band approach, with up to twenty

(20) bands possible in the RASLE code. Radiation prop-
erty models have been developed for this method which

can be applied to air, the Jovian atmosphere (H: - He)

and the C02 system (Venusian atmosphere).

As a brief example of the types of solutions possi-
ble with an algorithm like RASLE, some results from

the preliminary design of the proposed ESA/Rosetta
Comet return mission probe will be given, lien-
line and Tauber _9 have used the RASLE methodol-

ogy to compute net surface heat fluxes, surface tem-
peratures and TPS surface ablation and recession rates

by coupling the RASLE code to the in-depth conduc-

tion/pyrolysis/ablation code CMA 3° along the proposed

ESA/Rosseta probe entry trajectory. Figure 26 shows

a simple sketch of the probe's forebody geometry, while

the entry trajectory is shown in Fig. 27. The probe

returns to Earth with an entry speed of 16 km/sec re-
sulting in very high radiative fluxes. As can be seen from

Fig. 28, the stagnation point radiation pulse (accounting
for ablation) peaks at 1.2 kw/cm 2, which is about 60%
of the total. Figure 29 shows the surface heat flux and

tempertures (from a coupled solution with CMA) along
the entry trajectory. Substantial ablation rates occur for
the carbon-phenolic heat shield material selected for this

mission. These, along with the computed recession rates
are shown in Figs. 30.

The NASA Galileo probe to Jupiter represents one of

the most severe entry problems ever attempted and an-

alyzed via the thin VSL/radiation/ablation techniques
discussed above. This probe entered the Jovian atmo-

sphere at a relative velocity of 48 km/sec. The resultant

flowfield is radiation dominated and the probe was pre-

dicted to lose about 50% of its' carbon-phenolic heat

shield mass in the first 10 sec of the heating pulse. The

as designed probe is shown in Fig. 31 and the RASLE
code computed peak radiative and convective surface

heat fluxes are shown in Fig. 32. Approximately 95%
of the net surface heat flux is incident radiation.

A Case Study in CFD Based TPS Design

During the technology development phase of the

Access-to-Space reusable launch vehicle program in
NASA, CFD based techniques were developed to make

it possible to obtain a higher degree of accuracy or fi-
delity in the selection and thickness determination of

TPS materials for RLV type vehicle concepts. The phi-

losophy taken here was that with 3-D real gas Navier-

Stokes solvers like GASP, there is enough computational

efficiency to allow the determination of full 3-D body

surface heat transfer distributions over any general 3-D

RLV shape, and that this can be done at enough tra-

jectory points to allow coupling of these surface heat

transfer rates to a transient 1-D conduction TPS design
code. As detailed in Ref. 23, this is in fact true.

A test design case was selected which focused on the

TPS design for the LaRC winged-body SSTOR concept

and its' associated entry trajectory. This configuration

and some selected results for surface temperatures was

discussed previously (see Figs. 18 and 19). The re-entry

trajectory plot for this mission is given in Fig. 33. Shown
here are discrete points which have been selected as so-

called "CFD anchor points" to characterize the heating
pulse experienced by the RLV. In Fig. 34, the ratidnal

for the selection of these point should be clear. It can

be seen that each point anchors a given heating rate-
time curve distinct feature. Between these features the

heat transfer profile is relatively linear (or flat) and it
is assumed that the full 3-D surface heat transfer rates

obtained from CFD at these points can be linearly in-

terpolated in time to provide an input database for a

trajectory based transient conduction code. Figure 34

also shows the final CFD stagnation results for the an-

chor points. Although the magnitudes are different (as
expected), the general shape of the distribution is similar

to the initial engineering estimates. Using GASP (Ver-
sion 2.2) winged-body RLV solutions were obtained with

a specified TPS material mapping at each anchor point.

Partial catalytic, radiative equilibrium surface boundary
conditions were applied. From these solutions a database

of recovery temperatures and associated heat transfer co-

efficients was constructed at each trajectory time point.
These data were then used as input database for an im-

plicit transient conduction code (OMLITS 23) which sim-
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ulatedthesurfaceenergybalanceandin-depthtemper-
atureprofilesthru theproperTPSstack-upfor eachof
10,500vehiclebodypoints. By constrainingthecon-
ductioncodematerialinterfaceandbackfaceboundary
conditionstothepropermaterialmaximumtemperature
limits,minimumTPSmaterialthicknessescouldbeesti-
matedforeachRLVbodypointlocation.Thisresultwas
achievedwith only one iteration between the CFD tra-

jectory solutions and the conduction solver. As reported
in a study by Chen and Milos 31, even with very high

in-depth conduction heat transfer rates, approximately

converged flowfield/transient conduction solutions can

be obtained to within 5% in a single iteration provided
there is no ablation or mass injection. A conclusion such

as this is a result of the relative insensitivity of surface

heat and mass transfer coefficients to surface tempera-

ture. In principle the near surface hydrodynamic state

and thermophysics determines these coefficients. The

CFD solution determine the near surface hydrodynamics

and thermophysics. Results of this design/sizing analy-

sis for the LaRC RLV mission are given in Figs. 35 and

36. Figure 35 displays the full 3-D vehicle distribution of

top layer TPS thicknesses, and Fig. 36 includes a cen-
terline line plot of these values. Since, as part of the TPS

material stack-up, lumped structural thickness were in-
cluded, the effect of these structural "thermal masses"

is quite evident in Fig. 36.

In closing, a brief reference is made here to the cur-

rent application of this CFD/trajectory based TPS de-

sign to the now on-going NASA/Lockheed Martin X33

prototype flight test vehicle project. A full spectrum

of GASP and LAURA 3-D real gas CFD solutions are

being developed to construct a comprehensive aerother-

modynamic database for TPS design. Figure 37 shows

one GASP (Version 3) solution for the X33 configura-

tion near the peak Mach 15 in its' design trajectory. This

plot shows the general nature of the surface temperature
distribution, and in addition, reveals important features

of the external flowfield. In particular the effects of a

shock-shock-surface impingement can be seen near the
root of the canted fin. Solutions of this type to examine

many TPS heating and design details are now continu-

ing. The approach being taken in development of the

X33 aerothermal design database has gravitated away

from focus on given trajectories to that of performing

CFD solutions at carefully selected design points which

cover the entire possible flight envelope for the X33 mis-
sion. In this manner, a database (which can be accu-

rately interpolated) can be developed independently of
any specific trajectory. This permits TPS designs which

can be rapidly revised during the vehicle design cycle.
Thus a minimum number of somewhat expensive CFD

solutions can be used for the entire design process. Fig-
ure 38 shows a plot of the current database space for X33

aerothermodynamic solutions which spans several design

trajectories and a flight envelope which encompasses the

proposed flight design space.

Summary and Conclusions

The above review of hypersonic re-entry flowfield

analysis techniques when applied to problems with sur-

face thermochemistry (e.g. surface catalysis), radiation
and ablation indicates that, if the modern implicit and

partially implicit 2-D and 3-D Navier-Stokes codes are

properly utilized, then flowfield solutions, surface heat

transfer, and TPS design can be performed at the final
design level with CFD/trajectory based techniques. This

conclusion is, however, restricted to the TPS design for

missions which do not experience radiative heating and

ablation coupling. Major research is needed to extend

the methodology to this flight regime. As such, this de-

sign process is now being applied to the current NASA

X33 and RLV flight projects. This has never been done

before and represents a significant advancement in de-

sign tool development.
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